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Figure 1: A sample of simulated surface tracks for a
collection of intense, medium-swirl tornadoes, primar-
ily varying the mass density of individual debris particles
(increasing from left to right) and translation velocity (in-
creasing from top to bottom). Dimensionless parameters
are Sc = 3.0; Aa = 7.7; left to right: Av = 23.8, 15.9, 10.6,
7.2; and, top to bottom: At = 0.06, 0.17, 0.28 (see [1] for
definitions). Grayscale intensities have been normalized
to provide consistent appearances across the entire range
of translation velocities.

Figure 2: Martian dust devil tracks (image is approx. 500
m wide). Image: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.

Summary

Numerical simulations have shown the tornado cor-
ner flow to be highly complex and extremely sensitive
to properties of the near-surface inflow [2–4]. How-
ever, complete measurements of the low-level flow have
proven elusive in the field since Doppler radar cannot
probe below about 20 meters [5–7]. On the surface of
Mars there is virtually no dust devil windfield data aloft,
though some in-situ meteorological measurements exist
(e.g., reference [8]).

A potentially more complete and decipherable record
of the near-surface fluid dynamics is carried by patterns
of fine debris removal and deposition left behind by a
translating vortex, or surface marks. Such marks contain
rich signatures of the winds that created them and are
accessible on both Earth and Mars (e.g., Figure 2 and
reference [9]).

In continuing a longstanding effort to investigate tor-
nado structure and intensification, we have employed
three-dimensional large-eddy simulations of debris-
laden tornadoes to generate an extensive library of sur-
face marks (e.g., Figure 1) and to connect properties
of simulated marks with properties of their parent flow
fields. The present work resurrects decades-old studies
of surface marks by Fujita and others that were limited
by poor or non-existent concurrent flow data [10–20].

Over 140 surface tracks were collected from torna-
does with different simulated corner flow swirl ratios,
translation velocities, debris types, and debris availabil-
ities among other parameters expected in the field. A
number of prominent classes of marks were identified
and their simulated origins compared with historical in-
terpretations. With access to the fully three-dimensional
flow fields aloft, we were able to qualitatively correlate
properties of different marks with the leading dimen-
sionless parameters characterizing the vortex and debris
cloud. Algorithms and implications for inferring near-
surface vortex structure and intensification from aerial
imagery of surface marks (and limitations imposed by
the absence of flow data aloft) will be discussed.
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